
Shubh Packers And Movers in Bhopal

Address Service Rd, Surendra Garden, Bagmugaliya

Contact Person Shubham Sandilya

Mobile Number
Email enquiry.shubhpackers@gmail.com

Shubh Packers and Movers Bhopal is an ISO 9001-2008 certified company. We are a leader in
providing custom clearing, warehousing, shifting, and relocation services at the affordable price
across the India. We are a one-stop destination for household relocation, office relocation,
transport service, storage, warehousing service and car relocation.

Shubh Packers and Movers is a leading packers and movers in Bhopal. We are reliable, efficient and have
served many industry giants as well as other clients. We have the experience, market understanding and
expertise to offer excellent services to our clients. Our skilled team is the backbone of our company and is
trained to handle all commercial as well as personal packaging.

Why choose Shubh Packers and Movers Bhopal?

1. The teams of Bhopal packers and movers are doing well from the last many years, so you don’t need
to worry about your household goods or vehicles while moving them anywhere.

2. We use thick heavy iron sheets for packing goods; with the Bhopall that it will require less labor and
thus reduces cost. Our company provides containers with sufficient space according to the customer's
requirements and goods volume that is essential to be moved.

3. Our packing staff ensures you about the wellbeing of your goods that nothing will change in them
except the place. Electronic and glass items are packed and wrapped with more care to prevent them
from small jerk while shifting the goods.

4. Shubh Movers and Packers in Bhopal is well known for its transport services in Bhopal. While moving
your goods we ensure you that your goods will be moved with full protection from fire, rain and dust.
We also take care at the time of loading and unloading and protect them from any jerk while
transferring.

Website: http://www.shubhpackers.com/packers-movers-bhopal.php
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For more details, please visit https://www.ibizexpert.com/detail/shubh-packers-and-movers-in-bhopal-
bhopal-353751
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